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Abstract
This article examines evaluation principles and techniques and their
associated bureaucratic practices from the early decades of Rockefeller
science philanthropy. I characterize the distinctive kinds of expertise
about science that such philanthropy presumed and cultivated based on
analyses of, first, documents connected to interventions in European
and South American mathematics and, second, a 1946 handbook prepared by Warren Weaver to guide new programme officers. Rockefeller
officers developed elaborate infrastructures for understanding and intervening in the personal and institutional conditions of scientific investigation, while deliberately diverting attention away from the particulars
of the science they supported. Their approach, indicative of operating
strategies and assumptions for scientific funding bodies in this period,
shaped access and authority across the major enterprises of late modern
science, defining both what science and which scientists could benefit
from new resources and opportunities.
Keywords: bureaucracy, expertise, grant administration, mathematics,
philanthropy, Rockefeller Foundation
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Introduction: Institutional Expertise and Scientific
Funding1
The bureaucracies of late modern scientific funding cultivated, mobilized and depended upon a distinctive form of expertise, not in science
or of science, but about science. Though the officers setting policy and
holding purse strings in such organizations often had advanced scientific training, and some could lay claim to notable scientific accomplishments, their work turned on knowledge about scientific people and
institutions, deliberately side-lining the concepts and methodologies
plied by those they funded. Their premises and procedures for assessing and intervening in scientific activity, built to a large measure on a
taken-for-granted ignorance of the theoretical and technical particulars,
consequentially governed who could pursue scientific research, where
and how they could do so, and what they could ultimately produce.
Large American philanthropies, in interaction with professional societies and scientific institutions, defined and deployed this late modern
bureaucratic expertise to fund and shape science both within the United
States and internationally. They dominated especially in the decades
following the Great War, when they wielded a financial and political
wherewithal that would only later be eclipsed by the resources, infrastructures and prerogatives of the post-World War II military-industrialscientific complex. Norms, values and procedures imported from corporate administration and elite philanthropy furnished templates for
interwar programmes of scientific funding that reconfigured scientific
institutions and research programmes and established lasting models
for their support and evaluation. The same figures who developed interwar philanthropic models of scientific funding went on to participate in
designing and administering vast new programmes in civilian, military
and non-governmental contexts.2 Reflecting in 1966 on the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation’s influence, for instance, decorated
chemist Willard F. Libby asserted that the foundation ‘had in some
respect been the model of the Atomic Energy Commission, the National
Science Foundation, and probably of the National Institutes of Health
too.’3 Indeed, the relatively small network of those who amassed and
wielded institutional authority through the iconic giants of American
scientific philanthropy often boasted the kind of access and prestige
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that made major new scientific undertakings almost unthinkable without their participation.
As the scales, means and ends of scientific funding shifted, the same
problems of maintaining the kind of expertise about the people and processes of science that would enable effective interventions in scientific
research itself continued to define funding bodies’ operations. This article examines the social and structural assumptions built into formal and
informal practices of programme administration at one dominant scientific philanthropy, the Rockefeller Foundation. Programme officers
used specific forms of record-keeping to manage and apply distributed
expertise about the sciences and scientists they supported. In the following sections, I offer some broad remarks on this expertise and then
unpack two indicative examples of these records and their associated
administrative practices for the discipline of mathematics, focusing
on international funding regimes and the scale-related implications of
their bureaucratic methods. I then fit these records and practices amidst
the broader operating assumptions of the Rockefeller Foundation’s
Division of Natural Sciences at mid-century, reflected in a remarkable
1946 handbook prepared by the division’s director Warren Weaver.
For Rockefeller officers, formal bureaucracy underwrote highly
informal approaches to grant-giving that tended to rely intensively upon
prevailing biases and power structures in elite science. Such hybrid formal and informal frameworks together constituted a distinctive expertise with its own logics, blind spots and affordances that set scientific
funders’ perspectives apart from those of the scientific experts they consulted and evaluated. Routinized and naturalized as paperwork, these
consequential means of comprehending and funding science have long
outlasted the particular problems and personalities at their formation.

Bureaucracy’s Records
The Rockefeller Foundation, along with associated (and varyingly
independent) philanthropies with administrative or financial ties to it,
has a dominant place in the historiography of scientific funding in the
middle decades of the twentieth century. Sustained efforts at archival
curation and research support have made the Rockefeller Foundation
an especially well-studied organization, perhaps disproportionate even
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to its considerable historical importance. A bibliography maintained
by the Rockefeller Archive Center lists nearly eight thousand scholarly works derived in some part from research in its collections, which
include materials from a variety of significant individuals and organizations beyond the Rockefeller Foundation itself.4 Rockefeller bureaucrats’ intensive and extensive custom and culture of assembling, preserving, engaging and disseminating runs simultaneously through both
their organization’s history and its historiography.
Although Warren Weaver began his career as a mathematician before
joining the Rockefeller Foundation and maintained involvement in the
discipline thereafter, mathematics was never more than a minor component in the grander scheme of the Rockefeller Foundation’s portfolio of
scientific programmes. The discipline has had a correspondingly small
place in the foundation’s historiography, most prominently represented
in Reinhard Siegmund-Schultze’s studies of interwar Rockefellersponsored mathematics endeavours.5 The discipline’s comparatively
small scale and limited material requirements (in contradistinction to
higher-profile projects in areas like public health, agriculture, molecular biology or atomic physics)6 make mathematics funding a valuable
window into the common habits and routines of Rockefeller operations,
which can otherwise easily be lost among topic-specific ideological and
technical considerations. The defining features of Rockefeller interventions in mathematics can be found, mutatis mutandis, in the background
of most of its scientific undertakings.
In particular, the foundation’s mathematical sponsorship underscores the nature of its officers’ working distinction between knowledge about a science and knowledge of that science, with official activity and decision-making concentrated on the former expertise to the
almost total exclusion of the latter. Rockefeller officers did not generally consider themselves capable of assessing the theoretical achievements or intellectual potential of prospective grantees in the discipline,
and even Weaver does not appear in the archives as an expert evaluator of applicants’ mathematical claims or prospects.7 I have elsewhere
argued that a presumed mutual ignorance of the details of other mathematicians’ work has been a central feature of mathematicians’ own
disciplinary practice since at least the interwar period when the discipline first became a significant target of Rockefeller philanthropy.8
Rockefeller officers’ efforts to form meaningful evaluations despite the
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inaccessibility of specific research thus confronted a cognate obstacle
to the period’s intra-disciplinary evaluative mechanisms. Where mathematicians combined personal evaluations with new ways of bridging
conceptual differences, Rockefeller officers instead focused intensively
on understanding and manipulating the personal dynamics of professional scientific labour.9
This expressly subjective practice depended on a multi-layered
bureaucratic system that allowed officers to form relationships in a
variety of registers and from a range of subject positions.10 To succeed
in fellowship and grant administration, and especially to navigate the
variety of political, institutional and other obstacles Rockefeller funding recipients might face, officers worked constantly to gather and synthesize information and to solicit aid and cooperation through formal
and informal channels. These, in turn, corresponded to different forms
of paperwork and archival practice, including formal letters, reports,
telegrams, friendly exchanges in person and by post, and official diaries. The most important decisions about programmes and funding
hinged on informal, personal, deliberately subjective forms of intelligencing and evaluation. These could be effective, however, only with
the support of an extensive formal bureaucratic apparatus that brought
those sources of information together, emphasized some and downplayed others, and permitted concrete action based on fuzzy impressions. Thus, while paper trails must necessarily be a skew-record of the
hybrid personal and bureaucratic practice of fellowship administration,
organizations’ operational dependence on paper apparatus allows an
analysis of a wider body of activity than what appears in the archives
at first glance. I have previously analyzed these formations’ manifestations in Rockefeller Foundation correspondence and fellowship files
and officer diaries in an essay on career Natural Sciences officer Harry
Milton ‘Dusty’ Miller,11 and here consider two other contexts.

Mapping Reputation
A small but noteworthy attempt in 1926 by Wickliffe Rose to make
sense of European mathematics exhibits this constructive interplay of
informal and formal expertise-work. Rose was head of the International
Education Board (IEB), a Rockefeller philanthropy established in
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1923, the interventions of which in European science paved the way
for undertakings on a wider scale by the Rockefeller Foundation’s
Division of Natural Sciences. Correspondence from 1923 makes clear
that, at the start of the IEB’s interest in mathematics, Rose knew very
little about either the mathematical profession or its principal areas of
research and application. As Siegmund-Schultze documents in detail,
Rose remedied this ignorance by drawing repeatedly on a small circle
of leading mathematicians recruited through his connections in academic philanthropy.12 These mathematicians informed Rose’s personal
reconnaissance in Europe, performed their own intelligencing on his
behalf, and corresponded with him on a variety of questions about the
people, places and topics of mathematics.
The 1926 inquiry began with a discussion between Rose and the
Princeton mathematician Oswald Veblen, one of the initial mathematical informants Rose maintained since his first attempts to understand
the field in 1923. The two decided ‘a chart of the field of mathematics’ could be assembled with ‘the cooperation of two or three mathematicians’, and that such a chart could help guide the IEB towards
the strongest centres of European mathematics.13 Accordingly, they
recruited Harvard’s George Birkhoff, another well-established Rose
informant who had never previously visited Europe, along with
Veblen’s Princeton colleague, the Russian-born and Paris-raised
American transplant Solomon Lefschetz, to assemble the needed information. Each listed for Rose the names, fields and locations of those
European mathematicians they considered most eminent, which IEB
staff accordingly assembled by 26 January into a single sorted table.14
The result reflected the contributors’ biases regarding subject areas
and institutions, with the field of Analysis especially well represented,
and depended on g eneral reputations rather than detailed assessments
of the listed mathematicians’ latest work. So respected was the towering Göttingen mathematician David Hilbert that his area of expertise
appeared simply as ‘all fields’, while a couple other mathematicians
lacked field attributions altogether.
Here, one form of paperwork (the sorted list of leaders) turned a
small collection of advisory correspondence into a ready reference
that enabled other kinds of analysis and application. The next item in
the effort’s IEB archive is a hand-marked map of Europe prepared by
Ruth Savord, a librarian who came to work with the IEB by way of
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its older domestically-oriented cousin, the General Education Board.15
Savord labelled cities by name and number of mathematicians and then
accented the map with red discs whose size corresponded, as the map’s
title explained, to the ‘Relative Standing of Mathematical Centers of
Europe and Number of Outstanding Men at Each’. Condensed on a
single page in geographic formation, the quasi-systematic impressions
of three U.S. mathematicians became an authoritative-seeming guide to
the geography of mathematical excellence that could guide IEB interventions. IEB staff, in consultation with the three mathematicians, produced several iterations of this map in 1926 and 1927, culminating in a
version with the red discs replaced by pie charts subdivided into what
they had by then established as the six principal branches of mathematical work in the continent.
After the initial map in the IEB archive rests a bold printed chart
headed simply ‘RATINGS’, with cities in a single column on the left
and numbers on the right, arrayed in rank order from Paris (20), Rome
(12) and Göttingen (11) to Strasbourg (2), Budapest (2) and Amsterdam
(2). The numbers were not simply tallies of the mathematicians in the
initial table and map. Rather, these ratings reflected the sum of scores
Birkhoff assigned to each man according to ‘his total importance for
mathematics’: 1 reflected ‘solid contributions’; 2 recorded ‘great depth
in at least one field’; and 3 signified being ‘of the first rank of importance among the mathematicians of his generation’.16 These ratings
also included new information gathered on Birkhoff’s first ever trip to
Europe, undertaken that year with the help of a thousand-dollar IEB
grant. Birkhoff extended the rating exercise to American institutions as
well, though did not dare discriminate among his domestic colleagues
and just assigned each a score of 2, annotating the totals to indicate
that his American aggregate ratings were ‘[p]robably an overestimate’.
Processed as a reference table for IEB use, all of Birkhoff’s cautions
and qualifications melted away, leaving a rank list that let one see which
sites stood where in an otherwise generally inscrutable hierarchy of
European mathematics.
Across one thick folder of many in the IEB’s paper trail, bureaucrats
deployed routine archival practices to systematize and amplify a particular kind of scientific sociality, based on the transatlantic reputations
of headline figures at major institutions as viewed by a small and decidedly unrepresentative segment of the American Northeast mathematical
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elite. Such practices emphasized location, broad characterizations of
disciplinary divisions and international reputation as the most important desiderata for directing IEB interventions. Though Rose consulted
three of the United States’ leading mathematicians for his intelligencing, he did not ask after their knowledge of mathematics as such – not
methods, nor problems, nor theoretical programmes – and they knew
enough not to trouble him with their mathematical expertise. Enclosing
a draft map to IEB Director of Natural Sciences Augustus Trowbridge
with the explanation that it was to give ‘a bird’s-eye view of the situation’, Rose emphasized ‘that no attempt has been made in the direction
of mathematical accuracy’.17 The kinds of scientific judgements of use
to the agents of Rockefeller philanthropy depended on access to wellplaced scientific authorities, but were not the kind of judgements where
scientific accuracy was a reasonable or desirable expectation.

Potential in the Cards
For individual grant and fellowship cases, where a bird’s-eye view did
not suffice, other forms of paperwork index officials’ priorities and
expertise. From first formal contact through deaccession, each fellow
was the subject of an official file of application forms, records, notes
and correspondence. For rapid reference, however, and for perpetual
record after the initial files were no longer considered immediately useful enough to retain, each fellow also appeared on a Fellowship Recorder
Card – an index card (or, frequently, a series of such cards) compactly
listing relevant data and correspondence, including short excerpts of
some materials from the fellow’s full file accumulated as those materials arrived. As a routinely and systematically produced record of the
Rockefeller funding bureaucracy, these cards give the most comprehensive and direct view of what aspects of their fellowship-related
documentation mattered most when refracted through administrative
judgement and procedure.
The Rockefeller Foundation’s first Latin American fellow in mathematics, Rafael Laguardia of Montevideo, Uruguay, was in many respects
an ideal representative of the Division of Natural Science’s interventions in the region’s mathematics in the 1940s and 1950s. He entered
the division’s orbit as an emerging leader of Uruguayan mathematics,
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with a stable position in Montevideo but without the wherewithal to
sustain an internationally relevant research and training programme of
his own. To spur Laguardia’s career and strengthen Uruguayan mathematical institutions, the Rockefeller Foundation sponsored a fellowship
for him to study with more established and better connected mathematicians in Rosario, Argentina, who then recommended that Laguardia
continue for a further period of study in the United States. On his return
to Uruguay, Laguardia led a small but now internationally relevant
mathematics group, including further beneficiaries of Rockefeller and
other U.S. fellowships. His relationships from Argentina and the United
States gave him a foothold to become an active presence in regional and
international scholarship, including hosting visiting scholars from the
U.S. and representing Uruguay in the process of establishing the postwar International Mathematical Union.
Laguardia’s six index cards, serially annotated front and back, show
how Rockefeller officials came to see and hone him as this kind of internationally-oriented national leader.18 The top of the first card is filled
with filing-related indications: Uruguay, NS (for Division of Natural
Sciences), Training, ‘Please Return to Fellowship Department’. Then,
under the template entry for ‘NAME’ come his name and the years and
locations of his higher education. The template then calls for his present
and prospective positions, and the card records the foundation’s ambition that a fellowship will help him advance from ‘Prof. of Math.’ to
‘Dir. of the Inst. of Math. & Statistics’. An entry for ‘STUDIES’ gives
the initial proposed fellowship programme in Rosario, after which there
is a typed-in heading for ‘PROGRAM’ recapitulating this with a few
further details. His domestic institutional position mattered far more
than his specific topics of study, which appear only insofar as they
affected the kinds of mentorship and collegial relations he might obtain
through the fellowship.
In a column to the right of these, the template called for Laguardia’s
age, marital status, number of children, fellowship dates and duration,
and some financial entries. These data were the most pertinent for the
Rockefeller Foundation to assess Laguardia’s immediate material needs
and to adjust their support accordingly. Reflecting the card’s status as
a diachronic reference instrument over a period where his age might
increment, a forward-thinking typist later included Laguardia’s year
of birth next to his age.19 Together, the head material of Laguardia’s
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recorder card represented, for easy reference, the vital data for his
career: where he had been, where he was going, what resources and
obligations he carried with him.
Beneath this front matter, the card’s chronological entries began in
medias res with a cable announcing that ‘L. left for Rosario’. Once one
was in the Rockefeller orbit, it mattered little in administrative terms
how one got there, so background about contact and applications did
not make it onto the card. One has to consult the officer diary from
Harry Miller’s 1941 tour of Latin America to learn that Laguardia had
been commended to him by Montevideo physics professor Walter Hill
as ‘the only possible candidate for the Chair of Math. Analysis’, a claim
Miller verified with the relevant Dean. Miller’s diary also records a
personal meeting with Laguardia, noting Laguardia’s age, marital and
family status, linguistic capabilities (‘French and a very little English’),
‘personally acceptable’ presentation, limited research experience ‘on
analytical functions’, and interest in a fellowship.20
The next recorder card entry documents the foundation’s willingness to underwrite a calculating machine rental, an offer Laguardia
declined with the explanation that his work was ‘of a theoretical nature’
and did not require such a device. Here was one of the few areas where
subject knowledge related to fellowship administration, and the foundation’s intelligencing practice – premised on navigating around subject expertise – got the matter backward. Subsequent updates note
Laguardia’s courses and mentorship relationships from his Rosario fellowship and one mentor’s opinion that ‘L. is a serious person, cultured,
and intelligent’ and that a renewal to study in the U.S. would raise his
status ‘in the eyes of his young students in Uruguay’. A note reflecting this renewal includes an excerpt of his recommendation affirming
enthusiastic support for the fellowship from his Montevideo colleagues
and Rosario mentor.
Beyond practical notes about stipends and travel arrangements and
records of reprints and formal communications, Laguardia’s recorder
card dwells especially on his personality and his institutional relationships. One reads that Laguardia is ‘very popular in Rosario’, ‘keen and
competent’, ‘very pleasant, serious’, and ‘very highly regarded’, often
in phrases that reiterate that he is a ‘young man’. Encounters with new
people and places join recommendations for whom else to meet and
where else to make acquaintances. Where details of Laguardia’s studies
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enter, as in a note dated 25 May 1944, the record emphasizes their
implications for his institutional settings and interlocutors: here, ‘Work
in Providence would not interfere with work on the integral of Laplace
because L. should be able to discuss the subject with Prof. Tamarkin
(of Brown)’. The record’s transcription of ‘integral of Laplace’, a nonidiomatic expression that is subsequently corrected as Laguardia himself spent more time in Anglophone mathematics, reflect the foundation’s merely perfunctory interest in Laguardia’s research. Nearly one
whole side of an index card deals with the Guggenheim fellowship that
Laguardia secured to extend his U.S. studies, and another addresses
speculation about communist sympathies after Laguardia’s return to
Uruguay.21
Through the lens of the Rockefeller Foundation’s bureaucracy,
Laguardia manifested as a series of contacts, travels, payments and
relationships, and as a collection of personal qualities and institutional
potentialities, which together made him a promising recipient of the
foundation’s funding. While such records offered synoptic access to the
mundane concerns of fellowship administration, their most important
role was to give Rockefeller officers and bureaucrats a tractable way to
trace and act upon fundamentally subjective and informal information
about their charges. This latter kind of information had to be assembled
across interviews and letters whose typical formats were poor tools for
synthesis and recollection. For the dual tasks of identifying candidates
with a bright future and giving them the personal and material support
to realize that potential, the routine deskwork of assembling recorder
cards put the necessary data at Rockefeller representatives’ fingertips.

Personal Qualifications
As the Rockefeller Foundation’s Division of Natural Sciences prepared to expand its officer staff in the wake of World War II, its director
Warren Weaver put to print the principles of recording and evaluating
implicit in the bureaucratic practices just discussed. His 1946 handbook,
N.S. Notes on Officers’ Techniques, defined across fifty-seven pages the
delicate and consequential art of playing ‘Scientific Santa Claus’ as the
face and authority for his iconic scientific philanthropy.22 I first encountered this handbook among the documents the foundation assembled as
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evidence of ‘Operating Procedures’ as background to testimony for a
1952–1954 investigation in the U.S. House of Representatives targeting
large tax-exempt organizations for supporting politically suspect (especially communist) activities.23 Historical reflections connected with the
Rockefeller Foundation’s recent centennial have brought the handbook,
stamped ‘Confidential’, into the light, with a complete digital copy now
available on the Rockefeller Archive Center’s website.24 In both settings, the handbook stands as a striking illustration of programme officials’ self-conception of their work on the foundation’s behalf.
The bulk of the handbook is divided into two sections, on
‘Negotiations with Persons or Groups Seeking Aid’ and ‘Comments
Concerning Requests and Activities’, with a coda on additional topics including personal conduct and ‘Unity of the RF’. Roughly, the
‘Negotiations’ section concerns how to interact with prospective grant
recipients so as to gain the information needed for sound administration while minimizing potential complications or the appearance of
bias, while the ‘Comments’ section lays out principles for what makes
an effective use of Rockefeller resources. A division’s staff had ‘the
obligation to keep itself widely and intimately informed concerning
the personnel and opportunities within the areas of program interest’,
letting them fit people to prospects in allocating funds.25 Across the
sections, Weaver devotes sustained attention to the core bureaucratic
problem considered in this essay, of converting informal relationships
and assessments into reliable records to support funding activity.
This meant, according to Weaver, that ‘officers should, in the language of radiation theory, be good absorbers and very poor emitters’,
assiduously collecting scientists’ testimony without giving anyone the
impression of having special access or committing ‘the professorial sin
of lecturing the visitor concerning the RF, science, and the world in
general.’26 Individual scientists, Weaver asserted, were not likely to be
straightforwardly reliable informants on their own. Some were ‘very
good salesmen’ or ‘very poor salesmen’, many were uncomfortable
talking about money, and written recommendations or other direct evaluations of one scientist by another were categorically cause for scepticism.27 Rather, with ‘a lot of time and patience and energy’, an officer
should seek information by ‘slowly building up a relationship of close
confidence with a large number of shrewd and hardheaded scientists;
and talking with them about young men so continuously and generally
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that we build up in our own files an inter-locked web of objective and
dependable information.’28 Ask enough people over a long enough time
and eventually ‘some dependable facts emerge out of the fog.’29
The essential instrument for accumulating the raw data out of which
useful information might emerge was the ‘old, proven, and treasured
tradition’ of preparing ‘diary accounts of all interviews of any importance, and of trips’, which were to be succinct, clear, accurate and
complete. Weaver explained that ‘Diaries are specially important to us
because of our great reliance on conversations … and on travel for firsthand impressions as contrasted with buying out of a catalogue.’30 There
follow a series of guidelines for making such first-hand impressions as
genuine and valuable as possible, from how to pose questions to what to
spend on meals. An officer might ‘visit, on trips, a scientist in his own
home’ and should try to ‘Talk with fellowship candidates in their own
labs, sitting on stools and smoking with them’.31
Informal, personal interaction gave officers access to ‘What we are
really interested in’, namely, ‘men and ideas’, or more precisely ‘the
training and development of such men as give promise of producing
important ideas’. Officers were to use funding for ‘drawing young men
into the field’ and supporting senior scholars ‘who attract and inspire
young men’. Therefore, Weaver explained, ‘we think it is necessary
and proper to be interested in the personal qualifications (as opposed to
the intellectual qualifications) of fellowship candidates.’32 Candidates
must show ‘promise for leadership’, which meant funding fellows who
already had ‘a good post to which they can return’, relying on established senior figures to recommend up-and-coming ones, and taking
precautions to ensure the fellow could quickly benefit from a placement
and also quickly return home.33 This logic extended to the fields the
foundation financed. Those with strong commercial ties or ‘rich uncles
in business’ had other patrons who could shape the field and its leadership, diminishing the value of Rockefeller patronage.34
Focusing on leadership became a license to follow the biases and
prejudices of the sciences and societies in which officers intervened.
‘Questions of race, color, religion, and politics are of themselves totally
irrelevant … [nor] whether a candidate is hunchbacked or handsome’
claimed Weaver before qualifying the claim with a tell-tale ‘but’. ‘But
we do care if any circumstance arising out of such otherwise irrelevant
factors threatens to handicap or circumscribe the effectiveness of the
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candidate as a future leader in science.’35 It was not the foundation’s
place to rectify inequities of opportunity, and if prejudice made some
candidates more likely to succeed than others then the sound investment
would be on the candidates so favoured. That is, race, colour, religion
and politics were eminently relevant. The foundation’s records reflect
these preoccupations in precisely the terms of Weaver’s dismissal, externalizing culpability for these blameworthy assessments by insisting that
they mattered only to the extent the rest of the world was not so tolerant
as a Rockefeller officer. The same reasoning justified holding women to
‘a considerably stronger than average’ standard to account for the ‘sizable fraction’ who ‘will work a few years and then marry and stop.’36

Conclusion: Circumknowing and Circumscribing
The Division of Natural Science’s approach to evaluating scientists, and
the bureaucratic systems that underwrote it, served to take the complicated and subjective institutions of science and collapse them into the
‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘how much’ of grant making. Officers were to embrace
the fog and fuzziness of science in their fact finding, but produce records
that banished equivocation. For Weaver, ‘the question “May I have this
fellowship?” ought to be like the questions “Is this egg fresh?” or “Do
you love me?”.’ Any hesitation meant ‘the answer is surely no.’37
The solution, in part, was to leave the science to the scientists.
Officers pursued forms of intelligencing and documentation that yielded
useful knowledge about science while largely avoiding scientific questions themselves. Both expertise and infrastructure took distinctive
forms in the mid-twentieth century as officers grappled with how to
know scientific institutions from the outside. Such circumknowledge of
science, built on intensively cultivated expertise about scientific institutions and personnel, let officers circumscribe irresoluble questions
about the future of scientific knowledge by training their attention on
its conditions of production. Even iconic examples of funding bodies
intervening in the specific content of scientific theories can be understood foremost as institutional interventions rooted in circumscientific
knowledge. Thus, Weaver’s famous effort to promote molecular biology
hinged fundamentally on his expertise regarding relationships between
research and researchers in the mathematical, physical and biological
sciences, rather than a special scientific insight into biology.38
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Circumscientific knowledge became an especially important means
of cutting through the disciplinary tangle of late modern scientific
research, divided by specialization and reconfigured by applications
and interdisciplinarities. Using institutional change as a proxy for scientific change, funders could play a role in the latter’s redistribution
of resources and opportunity structures by observing and acting on the
former. One cost of this approach was a lack of critical purchase on the
institutions they underwrote. Unable to tell with confidence what institutional successes came from scientific excellence (whatever that might
mean) and what came from the cumulative effects of bias and prejudice, officers had little choice but to treat all successes as of the same
kind. Young, male scientists ensconced in already-influential disciplinary networks looked poised to lead, because that was how leaders of
their disciplines had always looked: an institutional Matthew Effect.39
Conversely, critical questions about accountability and the ethical and
social implications of research that had long been excluded from elite
evaluations of science had few places to enter.
Science funding is a necessarily speculative enterprise. Its latemodern apparatus, honed through the bureaucratic practice of towering philanthropies, defined what futures were available on the basis
of funders’ circumscribed means of comprehending their present.
Their funding infrastructures came embedded in broader infrastructures for supporting health, the arts and other social goods. The history of science funding is part of a broader history of achievements
and failures of social perception redounding to achievements and
failures of possibility. In each manifestation, people’s and institutions’ circumscribed capacity to understand each other, when passed
through the means and operation of pecuniary power, buttressed a
circumscribed future.
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